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Overview
• Demonstration of a novel ion mobility Filtering capability
(removing all other ions except the ions of interest
based on their mobility) in a SLIM device.

Conclusions

Methods

Results

Effect of TW sequence

Experimental setup

Simulations

• 8 electrodes define a traveling wave sequence.
• 11110000 sequence found to be the best for TW1.

• Functions utilizing the combined action of constant DC
gradient and traveling waves to achieve ion mobility
filtering.

• Simulations show that filtering is
achieved using a balance between
velocity due to traveling wave and
the opposing DC gradient in both
sections.

• The SLIM Filter utilizes two sections, the first section
filters (i.e., removes) low mobility ions while the second
section filters high mobility ions.

Introduction

• Electrode arrangement of a
constant DC field SLIM 1.

Simulations
Effect of DC gradient on the Filter
• 10000000 TW2 sequence found to be having best
transmission.

• RF voltages applied 180
degrees out of phase
alternatively to the rung
electrodes allow confinement
along y axis

Effect of TW amplitude

• DC guard voltages allow confinement along x axis.

The SLIM filter combines constant DC filed and
traveling wave SLIM.

• Section 1 has a negative DC gradient and forward
TW. Section 2 has a positive DC gradient and a
reversed TW.
Plot illustrates ion velocity vs
mobility 3
• Lower mobility species are
DC
TW
filtered in the first section.
𝑣𝑣
• Higher mobilities are filtered in
the second section.
• A balance between the first and
the second section accomplish
K
the filter capability.
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Effect of TW frequency
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• Experiments show that a 11110000
sequence for TW1, and a 10000000
sequence for TW2, and by adjusting
TW amplitude on both sections,
results in filtering with minimal
losses.
• Further improvement of the SLIM
filter is anticipated using multiple
sections.

Panel 1 (top): Normal mode
Panel 2-6: Filter mode

• A DC potential gradient superimposed on rung
electrodes to enable directed ion motion along z axis.

• In a Traveling wave SLIM, instead of a DC potential, a
traveling wave defined by 8 electrodes enable ion
motion along z axis.

• Demonstrated the ion mobility
filtering capability of SLIM device
utilizing
both
simulations
and
experiments.
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